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ABSTRACT 
Interstitial lung diseases (ILD) involve several abnormal imaging patterns observed in computed 
tomography (CT) images. Accurate classification of these patterns plays a significant role in precise 
clinical decision making of the diseases' extent and nature. Routine clinical practice for ILD pattern 
classification relies on manual and qualitative observation. Therefore for more efficient, robust, and 
accurate description, it is important to develop automated pulmonary computer-aided detection (CAD) 
systems. Conventionally, such CAD systems require experts' manual identification of regions of interest 
(ROIs) as a prerequisite. This protocol is time consuming and inhibits fully automatic assessment. In 
this work, we present a new method to classify ILD imaging patterns on CT images. The main novelty 
of the proposed framework is the use of the entire image as a holistic input with the aid of data 
augmentation. By circumventing the prerequisite of manually defined ROIs, our setup can better address 
the clinical workflow, although significantly more challenging than previous work. The adaption of 
deep convolutional neural network (CNN) models can effectively tackle this challenge. With proper 
settings for CNN, qualitative and quantitative results using a publicly available ILD database shows 
higher or comparable classification rates than the state-of-the-art methods. 
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